It is well known that the Friedrichs scheme is stable in many hyperbolic cases ( [2] , [5] , [10] , [15] , [17] ) and it is quite natural that this simple scheme may be expected to be stable under less restriction.
The theor} r of pseudo-difference and translation operators has played an important role in the stability theory of difference schemes as in [3] , [14] , [15] , [17] . But the treatments of pseudo-difference operators are rather different from those of pseudo-differential operators, although it seems that both operators work in the same principle. The crucial reason why such different treatments have been needed is as follows: The main properties for a pseudo-differential operator P with symbol p (jc 9 £) are derived from the behavior of p(x,!T) as |f|->oo. On the other hand the properties of a pseudo-difference operator P h with symbol p (x, hf) (0<A<1) are derived from the behavior of p(x,hs} as A-»0 (necessarily |Af|->0).
In the present paper we shall study an algebra of a family of pseudodifferential operators and apply this theory directly to the stability theory of the Friedrichs scheme. The class {ST h } of pseudo-differential operators is defined by means of a family of basic weight functions /U(f) (0<7z<l)
as in [7] , [8] , [12] , [13] . For the application to the stability theory operators of null scheme. Then, setting "the principle of cutting off" a symbol p h (x,f) of our class {ST.} by X (*»(£)) (or p(C*(£))) ( s ee Theorem 3. 14) , we can naturally derive a stability theorem of the Friedrichs scheme for a diagonalizable hyperbolic system by using the well known calculus of pseudo-differential operators. We should note that the theorem is regarded as the general form of the Yamaguti-Nogi-Vaillancourt stability theorm ( [14] , [16] , [17] ) and holds without the restriction on the behavior of symbol p h (x y £) at x -oo.
In Section 2 definitions and preliminaries will be given. In Section 3 algebra of operators of class {SfJ-and its properties will be given. There and thereafter our theory depends heavily on Calderon-Vaillancourt's theorem. In Section 4 we shall give an improved form* } of the Yamaguti-Nogi-Vaillancourt theorem of Lax-Nirenberg's type as an application of the Friedrichs approximation method (see [4] , [11] , [14] , [17] ). But this theorem will not be used for our calculus of the Friedrichs scheme in Section 5, where the algebra of operators of class {ST h } will be directly applied to the Friedrichs symbol (5. 7) and the general form of the Yamaguti-Nogi-Vaillancourt stability theorem will be derived. The difference scheme may depend on t as well.
The results of this paper are stated in the previous paper [6] with a sketch of proofs.
The author is greatly indebted to Professor M. Nagase for his kind advice. § 2. Definitions and Preliminaries
Let a-(a ly ••-, a^ be a multi-integer of o^>0. We put \a\ = v, a! = ai!-0n! and 9?= [8] , [9] , [12] , [13] and for further clarification these papers should be refered to as original references. 
(ii) Proof. We put (
}. Hence by using Theorem 3.7 and Schwarz inequality we get | (P A «, a) |^||PU || 0 || Now we turn to the well known theorem relating to the Friedrichs part and Garding's inequality. ( [4] , [8] , [12] ) Using the same way as in those papers, the following Theorem 3. 11 is derived and we only mention its principal statement without proof.
Let q (o~) be an even and C°° (R n ) -function satisfying that q ((T) >0, 
and In this section we shall give an alternative proof of Lax-Nirenberg's theorem which was derived by Yamaguti-Nogi and Vaillancourt (see [14] and [17] ). 
where ff (K h ) = k(x,A (h?) ) and ff (Al) = £] A] (h?) .
Remark. Yamaguti and Nogi proved the theorem in case k(x 9 Q is independent of x for large \x .
For the proof of Theorem 4. 1 we need some lemmas which are shown in [12] and [13] . 
Let (p((f) be an even non-negative, Cj°-f unction such that \ (p(ff}dff = li
and T h (x 9 f ) be denned by ( 
14) T h (x, S ) = JV (ff) Q,,» (x, $ -^ (f ) ^ff) ^ff .
Then we have for any 0 and y. Hence P A e {S 0°, ,J and 0?P»e {S^1} for |a
On the other hand we define g ft (£) by <? ft (?) = AA ft (f) (e {SJJ) and apply (4. 11) to P ft and g ft . Then we get . In this section the scheme j=i may depend on t as well and for clarification of the sense of dependence on t we introduce here a function space 3$\(S™^ . for some constants C tf ,^, C« f/ s which are independent of t.
Furthermore if C a ,0, C^ can also be chosen independently of h (0<A<1) for a A-family p h (t 9 x,£) 9 we write # A e ^{({SJ}). It is evident that if ^> (t, x, f) e 5J(S5>) , then /> (^, x, C* (f)) e Now we consider the hyperbolic system of the form Our statement is the following theorem. We set
and define S^ by
where 9 and for f such that \M~^h(^ \ >9/6, from In the case that Sh depends on t, we must calculate more carefully. and thereafter, we can see that the modified Lax-Wendroff scheme with " 1 is also stable.
} u(f) and H h (t) denote that Li-function u(t,x) and the Friedrichs part H h at t, respectively.
